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A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO YOU ALL !
RAYON II – BEWARE OF FORGERIES

Fig. 1

BOB MEDLAND

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

I have greatly enjoyed reading Werner Gattiker’s excellent articles on the Rayons and the ‘Types’ associated with
each issue. The concept of incorporating irregular, wavy lines in the design was, I believe, intended to make it
difficult to create forgeries. That didn’t stop people from trying, of course. Two of the most notorious forgers,
François Fournier (1846-1917) a Swiss/French living in Geneva and Giovanni (Jean) de Sperati (1884-1957) an
Italian living in France, certainly did so. There is plenty of background information to be found on both of these
characters, including on Wikipedia.
Some Rayon II forgeries are fairly crude affairs but Fournier’s and Sperati’s efforts are the most dangerous ones
that can easily deceive the collector. Figure 1 shows a genuine Type 30 (left) alongside a Fournier forgery based on
the same Type. Try to spot the differences, it’s not easy. Figure 2 is another excellent forgery, by Sperati. Whilst not
based on any particular Type it is very convincing but . . . notice how the ‘R’ of Rayon starts well inside the fold of
the ribbon, unlike any of the 40 Types. Notice also that the black cord (that goes around the 10 and RP of the
design) is too thick. Once you get your eye in, you will realise that it just doesn’t look right. I have other examples
of forgeries - some far less convincing than these - which I bought out of interest, knowing that they were not
genuine but for study purposes. Strangely, even these have some value, especially Fournier and Sperati examples.
Figure 3 shows a horizontal pair of Types 15 and 16. Check these against the plating template and you will find
that they are absolutely perfect – except that when you handle them you notice that they are on strangely heavy
card. Could these be the extremely rare ‘cartridge paper’ variety? Unfortunately for me, not so. They were cut out
of ‘Type table’, printed many years ago.
Over the years I have enjoyed ‘plating’ Rayons and identifying forgeries. In the Society's Library we have copies of
the standard works on plating all three Rayons but be warned, it can become an addictive pastime! The late Cedric
Dry, a well-known member of our society and keen supporter of our Northern Branch, did an incredible amount of
study on forgeries in just a few years – see the Society’s website and follow the link under ‘Exhibits’. Also, in the
Library we have the superbly detailed work completed by the late Professor Kofranek – potential borrowers please
note that it is available in CD format only.
For some reason the Rayon II stamp has a special appeal to me. Maybe because it is such an attractive stamp, in
three colours, with so many variants to identify and over 160 years old. But think about this: its year of issue,
1850, witnessed the British blockade of the Piraeus (the Don Pacifico Incident), the expedition in search of Lord
Franklin (lost whilst exploring the North-west Passage) and the first transportation of convicts to Australia. The
First Afghan War (that included complete annihilation of the British force of 16,500 men, except one survivor) was
only a recent memory and the Crimean War was shortly to follow. Food for thought, it sets in context these early
items of philately.
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THE SWISS POST PIONEERS THE "VIGNETTE POSTAL CARD" IN 1923 PART 1

January 2015
ULRICH FEHLMANN

This article was first published in the Schweizerischen Briefmarken-Zeitung (SBZ) Nos. 5-6, 2013. It was translated
into English by Albrik Wiederkehr and Robert Wightman, and the English translation was published in “Der
Ganzsachensammler” in May 2014 and in “Tell” in November 2014. It is reprinted here with the gracious
permission of the SBZ, the Editor of the AHPS's “Tell“, the author and translators.
Switzerland was the first country in Europe to issue postal cards with drawn or photographed vignettes. Many
European countries followed the Swiss lead in the years following: The Netherlands in 1924, Austria, Germany and
Luxembourg in 1927, Belgium in 1929, Liechtenstein in 1930, Italy in 1933, etc. Especially many and long series
were issued by Switzerland, Germany, Austria and Italy.
Vignette postal cards are cards with an indicium (postal stationery) and a vignette on the address side, less
frequently on the back or on both sides, all imprinted and issued by the Post Office. The vignettes are mostly
rectangular or square and in the same colour as the indicia (later also multicolour).
Vignette postal cards should not be confused with some other cards with similar characteristics, i.e.:
• View cards with a vignette but without an indicium.
• Postal cards with a private imprint of a vignette on either side of the card (Fig. 1).
• Pseudo vignette postal card for advertising purposes (Fig. 2).
• Privately ordered postal cards with an imprinted picture on the back (Fig. 3).

Fig. 1 Postal card with a private imprint of a vignette

Fig. 2 Pseudo vignette postal card for advertising purposes

Fig. 3 Privately ordered postal card PrP 56 with an imprinted picture on the back

Prologue
Illustrated postal cards as precursors to vignette postal cards appeared in 1882 in Bavaria – special postal card for
the industrial exhibition in Nuremberg with a photograph of the exhibition building (Fig. 4), in 1890 in Brazil –
postal card with an overprint of a drawn motive of the sugar loaf (Fig. 5) and in 1894 in Portugal – postal card to
commemorate Henry the Navigator (Fig. 6). The famous Mulready postal envelopes issued by the British Post
Office showing Britannia can be considered as precursors to vignette postal stationery (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 4 Bavarian postal card 1882

Fig. 6 Postal card from the Azores (Portugal) 1894
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Fig. 5 Brazilian postal card 1890

Fig. 7 One penny Mulready envelope from Great Britain 1840

The New Zealand Post Office issued in 1899 a series of vignette postal cards. These so called “pictorial postcards”
show on the address side various views. These were followed in 1900 by a further series, this time with 16
different scenes of the Boer War, and in 1901 by a third series with views of New Zealand.
Switzerland’s Post Office, the first in Europe to issue vignette postal cards, could thereby solve a decade old
problem. In the early 1900s the Swiss tourist industry requested the issue of Swiss stamps with designs to
stimulate tourism. In spring 1907 the Association of Swiss Tourist Offices submitted a demand to the Swiss Federal
Council: The planned definitive issue of the Tell Boy and Helvetia Bust should be replaced by aesthetically more
attractive subjects. The Swiss Federal Council rejected this demand because it was impossible to produce
graphically effective landscapes on stamps of this size in letterpress. In the following years the Swiss postal
administration repeatedly received similar requests from organisations and private persons. In 1914 the Swiss
Post issued for the first time large size stamps with mountain landscapes in considerably more expensive copper
plate printing (face values of 3, 5 and 10 Swiss Francs).
The Development of the First Swiss Vignette Postal Cards
In 1922 the tourist office of the town of Berne submitted a request to the head post office to suggest that Swiss
postal cards be overprinted with landscapes and city views. This request was apparently so detailed and
attractive, that the Post signed a contract with the tourist office of Berne in January 1923, which stipulated the
details for the issue of the first vignette postal cards for domestic and international use. The following was agreed
(PTT-archive, PAA 02057):
•
•
•
•

The vignettes should represent towns and landscapes, but also the postal bus services on Swiss alpine
routes.
The tourist office of the town of Berne was responsible for acquiring the pictures and drawings, which
were to be approved by the Post.
The maximum size of the vignettes was to be 52 x 23 mm, and these were to be printed in the same
colour as the indicia.
The tourist office could request from interested parties a printing cost contribution not to exceed 400
Swiss Francs for domestic cards and 150 Swiss Francs for international cards.
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The vignette postal cards would be sold by the Post Office at the face value of the indicia.
The first printing run would cover 9.6 million domestic and 1.6 million international cards.
The tourist office of Berne was to reimburse half of the net profit in excess of 4,000 Swiss Francs to the
Post.

Fig. 8 Postal card 85.07

Fig. 9 Draft card by Karl Bickel (MfK)

The tourist office of Berne wrote to 125 towns and villages and their tourist offices to obtain
pictures or drawings for this purpose. Many did not reply or said they were not interested.
Therefore the first issue could only cover half of the 96 planned subjects; 20 were used for
domestic and 28 for international cards. Forty-three of the vignettes showed a town, village,
hotel or bath and five showed a pass route with a postal bus (Fig. 8). Six artists produced
pen drawings of these selected pictures for printing purposes.
The graphic artist Karl Bickel received the order to design the indicia and the layout of the
cards (note: Karl Bickel was later asked to design many Swiss stamps). The desire was to get
away from the traditional stamp subject of Wilhelm Tell and his son and produce a very simple design, which
would not interfere with the impression the vignettes were to give. From the various drafts, the Post selected a
decorated numeral for the two face values of 10c and 25c. Fig. 9 above shows one of Bickel's draft designs for the
10c on a draft card and Fig. 10 (left above) shows the design which was eventually accepted for printing.
The Issue of 1923-1924
Already on the 1st of June 1923 the first vignette postal cards
were available for international use and on the 6th of June those
for domestic use. During the following months several other
postal cards were issued based on the same design: postal cards
without a vignette, booklets of postal cards with and without
vignettes, reply paid postal cards at 10c + 10c and 25c + 25c
without vignettes. At the beginning of 1924 the 10c postal card
and the reply paid postal cards were re-issued, this time with a
vertical bar, which was forgotten in the first issue. In 1924 the 25c
postal cards (together with older international cards) received an
overprint of the indicium with 20c because of the reduction of the
Fig. 11
tariff for international postcards. Fig. 11 (right) shows Postal card
95.21 with ZNo. 181.1 A.09 and ZNo. 191. Of interest for postal stationery collectors are the gift booklets donated
to high officials in the years 1923-25. These contain the vignettes of the postal cards and one especially large
postal card at 10c and 25c each (later 20c). See also my separate article in “Der Ganzsachensammler” Number 105
of December 2013, which provides a lot more information on these gift booklets.
Next month, in the second and final part of this article, Ulrich Fehlmann will describe the reaction of the public to
the Swiss vignette postal cards, both home and abroad. (Editor)
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Neville Nelder, the Society's Secretary, has recently moved house. His new contact details are set out in the
header to this Newsletter. Contacts for other Society officers appeared in the May 2014 edition of the Newsletter.
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REPORT ON THE NORTHERN GROUP'S MEETING IN NOVEMBER 2014

Page 5
DAVID WHITWORTH

'Helvetia - Sitting and/or Standing' was the subject of this meeting. Norton Wragg gave a short display of
Nachnahme covers franked with Sitting Helvetia and Standing Helvetia stamps. Gordon Bromberger showed a
receipt advice form with a 20c. Sitting Helvetia stamp. He also showed a selection of illustrated postcards all
featuring 'Helvetia' in various guises, including copies of the original cards, produced in Switzerland, which had
been printed in England. David Colman showed Sitting Helvetia, including colour trials, forgeries, printing errors,
and a large block of the 3c. value overprinted 'Ausser Kurs', showing printing faults along the top of the sheet. He
also showed mint stamps of the Standing Helvetia issue followed by essays and proofs generated in the 1880s.
Finally David Whitworth showed the perforated Sitting Helvetia stamps issued between 1862 and 1882, including
a selection of unused and used stamps, part sheets and various printing errors. This was followed by a selection of
covers illustrating the various rates for local and national letters, also for registration and Nachnahme collection.
Then foreign rates to Europe and the United States, ending with covers to Brazil, India and China. The vote of
thanks was given by Tony Hoyle.
FORTHCOMING REGIONAL GROUP MEETINGS
Southern Group – Saturday 21st February 2015 – 'Postage Due' with Martin Mantell and Bob Medland at the
Legacy Rose and Crown Hotel in Harnham Road, Salisbury, Wiltshire SP2 8JQ (Tel. 0844 411 9046/Fax 0844 411
9047) commencing at 10.30.am. Saturday 6th June – David Colman, will entertain with 'Around Standing Helvetia
and Other Material" – venue to be determined. Further information, including full details of the February venue,
is available on the Society's Website or direct from Fred Hoadley Tel: 01403 711987.
Northern Group – Saturday 7th March 2015 - 'Chairman's Presentation'. Saturday 11th April - AGM and 'Tell and Tell
Boy' – All Members. All meetings take place at Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire commencing at
2.00.pm. Further details from David Hope Tel: 0161 3030091.
NEW MEMBER
Mr. Martin Lodge from Nottinghamshire, who has been a collector of Swiss stamps for more than 20 years, has
recently joined our Society. He classes himself as a general collector rather than a specialist, but says that he is
"now willing to engage in other areas of Swiss philately, starting with Aerophilately". Welcome Martin!
RÖLLI-SCHÄR'S AUCTION IN LUZERN

CHRISTIAN HOLLING

Our 55th Auction takes place on 4th to 6th February 2015 in our auction room here in Lucerne (Seidenhofstrasse 2,
6003 Luzern, Switzerland). I will send the regular newsletter to all our customers at the end of December to give
them further information about how to participate and how to obtain catalogues.
We are happy to offer a wide selection of Swiss cantonal stamps and covers like the Basel Dove and the Z ürich 4
and 6. One highlight is the Eagle of Geneva (cut out from a postal stationery – Zumstein No. 07) on a cover to
Contamines. (image above). We are also happy to offer a «Basler Taube» on a cover. It is in very good condition.
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1941 AIRMAIL TO KENYA – VIA NEW YORK
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BOB MEDLAND

Fig. 1
Fig. 2
At the recent Stampex I acquired an airmail cover (Figure 1) which proves to be intriguing for various reasons.
Sorted at Basel on 21st March 1941 at 10pm, it was addressed to Kitale, Kenya and noted ‘Sent by Clipper via
Lissabon’. The clerk in Basel post office must have realised that there was no direct airmail service to East Africa at
that time, hence struck the cover with a boxed cachet “Uber – via”, and inserted “bis New York” in manuscript. So
how was this route worked out and was it correctly franked with Fr1.00? I sent a scan of the cover to Charles
LaBlonde (by internet rather than airmail) and he has kindly offered the following comments:
“On 1st March 1941 Switzerland raised the international airmail surcharge to 70 centimes per 5 grams. So your
cover is correctly paid at 30 centimes basic letter + 70 centimes air mail surcharge = 1.00 franc.
The Swiss Postal Bulletin for March 1943 shows no airmail service possible to the KUT countries. So, a clever Swiss
postal clerk sent the letter to New York and a nice postal clerk in New York sent it on via PAA to Africa. Airmail
from Switzerland to the USA was often sent on beyond New York, without extra charge, but usually only within
USA and Canada. In this case it seems a mistake was made - or the clerk was a nice guy.
The censor on the letter is very interesting. Both Kenya and Uganda used the same censor devices at times during
the war and there is no way to tell where this piece was actually censored.” (My own view on this last point is that
it probably went surface mail to Kenya so was censored on arrival at Mombasa before travelling up-country by the
‘Lunatic Express’ railway via Nairobi to Kisumu, thence by road to Kitale. - BM)
The next question is why was the stamp cancelled with a hexagonal Telegraphs date stamp (Basel 14
Bundesbahnhof) instead of a normal circular date stamp? Telegraph cancellers were often used to cancel letters
sent by express mail as the special service was handled by the same post office counter - but why should an
airmail letter have been similarly treated? A little research using the Newsletter Index and checking back-numbers
surprisingly revealed another example of precisely the same Basel 14 Bundesbahnhof octagonal canceller struck
on an airmail cover – but in this case it was 17 years later, on an incoming letter from Sweden that arrived on 11 th
April 1958 at 19:00 hrs (see HNL 1994:49, also a follow-up comment 1994:93). So the common strands linking the
two items are that it was the same canceller at Basel Bundesbahnhof, struck on an airmail cover and in the
evening. Admittedly based on limited evidence, I surmise that, like express mail, airmail was not to be delayed and
so was handled by the post office ‘rear counter’ at times when the other post office counters were closed.
But there is still more to this cover: Figure 2 shows an attractive soldier stamp stuck over the envelope flap, also
Kitale post office cds showing that the letter arrived less than three months after posting on 13th June. Under the
difficult wartime circumstances, perhaps not bad going. (N.B. the words on the soldier stamp and selvage read:
"Chasseurs suisses 1851-1862 Schweizer Jäger 1851-1862 HONNEUR ET FIDÉLITÉ 1851 – 1862." Apologies for
the lack of clarity in the illustration Ed.)

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
•
•

Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.

"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

• Liechtenstein also available.
Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 - werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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NEWS FROM THE AMERICAN HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
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EDITOR

25 members attended the AHPS's Convention held at INDYPEX 2014 in Indianapolis, Indiana where AHPS
members were responsible for 30 per cent of the competitive displays. During the event George Struble’s exhibit
“Development of Swiss Airmail up to 1939” won both the INDYPEX and Helvetia grand awards (for "best in show").
In the Court of Honour was the display “Mail between Switzerland and Colombia Using the SCADTA Air-line, 19231937” by the late Ian Gilchrist, which received a show prix d’honneur gold.
The AHPS curently has about 250 members. During 2014 AHPS members were awarded many exhibition medals –
the titles of their exhibits, set out below, make interesting reading and may, perhaps, provide you with some ideas
for subjects of future collections/displays - food for thought !
“Mail Handled by the Hotel Schweizerhof, Luzern”, “Postal History/The Censorship of the Swiss World War II
Cards”, “Swissair’s 1947 First Flight to North America” (one frame), “Switzerland: Charity Stamps for the Pro
Juventute Foundation, the First 10 Years, 1912-1921”, “World Headquarters of the International Refugee
Organization at Geneva, 1947-1952” (one frame), “A Gallery of Swiss Artists” (on Bundesfeier cards), “Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year” (a display of annual Swiss PTT holiday greeting cards), “Uses of Swiss Federal
Official Stamps of 1942” (1 frame), “Machine Vended Postage Labels of Switzerland 1976-2011”, “Refused Mail of
Switzerland”, “Swiss Special Flights of 20 th September 1944”, “Campione d’Italia”, “Swiss Zeppelin Mail to Americas
1930-1937”, “Development of Swiss Airmail up to 1939” and “The Story of Swiss Philately”.
The next Annual Convention of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society will be held on May 29th - 31st 2015 on the
East Coast of America at Secaucus, New Jersey during the World Series of Philately show, "NOJEX". The venue is
only 25 minutes from the centre of Manhatten. For more details check the website: www.nojex.org
Set out below are the titles of some articles in editions of AHPS's 'Tell' received into the Library in recent months
which might be of interest to members:
• Everything is False, Right ? (forgeries of the Lugano vignette, precursor of airmail stamps)
• A SCADTA Forerunner Cover
• The New Gotthard Base Tunnel
• Updates on recent closures of and changes in Swiss Post Offices
• The Anatomy of a Cover (an interesting World War II censored cover to Argentina)
If anyone would like to borrow copies of 'Tell', please contact our Librarian, Bob Medland – there is no charge
except to refund his postage costs. Alternatively Bob is happy to scan/email (free) or photocopy (small charge)
individual articles (within reason) if you let him have your email/postal address. Please contact him at
hirundo@dsl.pipex.com
THE NEW ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUE

RICHARD HALL

Richard Hall has had a look at this publication. He wrote in 'Tell' in November - "The 2015 little Zumstein comes in
two versions now – the regular printed version and an app version. You can download the app version from the
App Store. To use it you must have access to the web as the catalog is web-based (you can’t down-load it to your
device). It is not recommended for a smart phone as the screen is too small to be able to read. The app is nice for
referring to at a stamp show without having to carry around the catalogue. Unfortunately, you can’t circle the
stamps you have or need.
Zumstein has added a nice feature this year, a summary of the Tell Boy, Tell bust, Helvetia bust, and Helvetia with
Sword definitives. The summary makes it much easier to find the catalogue number of a specific stamp rather
than searching through many pages of the catalogue. Zumstein lists the Pro Juventute Briefli and postcards that
the SBK catalogue does not.
Another app has also appeared on the scene, this time from Scott. You can now download the Switzerland pages
from the regular Scott catalogue without having to buy the whole volume. It also is web-based so you have to
have access to the internet to use it."
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Stampex is one of the biggest dealers’ event in the philatelic year, held twice-yearly in London. For those who
have not been, it is based in the Business Design Centre which is well-located, just a few minutes’ walk from Angel
Islington tube station. A word on the venue first, as it is an impressive building: a vast, wrought-iron roof that
arches over the open forum. It was built in 1862 as the Royal Agricultural Hall and hosted the Smithfield Show
until 1938 – see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Agricultural_Hall. It is worth a visit just to admire the
structure.
For Stampex the entrance foyer is given over to Royal Mail and well-known names such as Corinphila and David
Feldman – and, as I walked in, the first person I bumped into was our society’s webmaster! The main floor at
mezzanine level is the setting for around 100 trade stands – it is impressive. A large number of these specialise in
GB and Commonwealth but there are numerous dealers from abroad – France, Germany, Belgium, Sweden, even
Thailand – with excellent stocks of foreign countries including Switzerland. It is a busy, friendly atmosphere and
dealers’ stands extend up onto the first floor balcony. The rear quarter of the mezzanine and balconies is given
over to displays and a full ABPS exhibition with competition entries. The quality of material on display is, of
course, excellent and very interesting. Worth noting is that there is a special section ‘Stamp Active’ set aside for
children’s activities, that includes inter-active displays and an auction.
Having burnt a big hole in my pocket on the Friday, the next day I went again, primarily to attend a meeting of the
Postage Due Mail Study Group, held jointly with the British Postmark Society - just one of many societies'
meetings being held during the day in small meeting rooms. Perhaps the HPS could consider holding a meeting at
Stampex in future?
Editor – An examination of the official exhibition catalogue sadly reveals that this year there were no competition
entries in any class specifically related to Switzerland. There was one entry in the Postal History Class on
Liechtenstein cancellations 1827 – 1950 and another in the Traditional Class entitled 'The Use in Liechtenstein of
the Additional Postage to 1928 (shows the cost and use of postage under Austrian post administration from 1894,
with own country name to 1921 and the Swiss PTT from 2.1.1921 to 4.11.1928)'. Also several Zeppelin
Aerophilately displays. Two Swiss and two German companies were among the 10 continental dealers present.
The invited display of the Germany and Colonies Philatelic Society covered no less than 47 different subjects.
Spring Stampex 2015 will take place on 18 th - 21st February and Autumn Stampex 2015 on 16 th - 19th September,
both at the Business Design Centre.
ANOTHER IMPORTANT DATE FOR YOUR DIARY
'London 2015 – Europhilex International' will take place from 13 th-16th May 2015 – a chance to see the displays of
several of the top collectors from the UK and abroad.
A NEW PARTNERSHIP

EDITOR

The Society has been approached by Mr. Jean-Louis Emmenegger who has just become the Editor-in-Chief of the
magazine of 'Rhone Philately'. 'Rhone Philately' is a group made up of 24 affiliated members all of which are
philatelic clubs in the French speaking part of Switzerland. Its magazine covers all aspects of philately, including
articles on Swiss subjects. It is issued 4 times a year, only in French. All their members receive the magazine –
1,200 subscribers in total.
Mr. Emmenegger is a philatelic journalist and longtime member of the International Association of Philatelic
Journalists (A.I.J.P.) who very often publishes articles in the SBZ (the magazine of the national Association of Swiss
Philatelic Societies). He has proposed we exchange our newsletter with their magazine, free of charge. He believes
it would provide a useful new source of information to the benefit of both societies, including potential new
material for our respective publications. Your Committee has taken up the offer and we hope that this new
partnership will prove as fruitful as our relationships have been with other Swiss-related philatelic societies.
Copies of the magazine will be held in our Library for reference.
P.S. We have received our first copies of the German Swiss (Philatelic) Study Group Association's (ASV) magazine
(Ref. HPSN December 2014 P. 101) – they are each 25 plus A4 pages, packed with interesting, clearly-illustrated
articles (in German). A valuable addition to our collective knowledge of this great hobby.
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Ian Gibbons, the Administrator of the Wikimedia Website Stamps of the World www.stampsoftheworld.co.uk has
contacted the Society. He writes:
"It is a "user contribution site", just like Wikipedia, but is stamp themed. We are a group of like-minded collectors
who contribute images of stamp issues, postmarks and philatelic exhibits to appear on the site. We currently have
92,000 plus pages containing 136,000 images with a total of 354,000 edits made.
We are seeking like-minded enthusiasts who wish to do something digital with their collections. By becoming
involved they can expand their knowledge and collections of Stamps and Postmarks and help others do the same,
building on the great work so far. The Registration process is simple and free. No personal details at all are
required. All they need to do is create a user-name, password and an email address. No sales/selling are allowed
on the site. Please make this site known to postmark collectors or one-country collectors who are looking to do
something online with their collecting.”
The Society does not intend to register to 'Stamps of the World'. However, if any member is interested, they
should take a look at the site and decide for themselves if they wish to register as a private individual.
THE AMERICAN PHILATELIC RESEARCH LIBRARY'S PHILATELIC LITERATURE REVIEW
We recently received the November 2014 edition of the APRL's Philatelic Literature Review. Their website is
www.stamplibrary.org. The Review can be read online at www.stamps.org/Quarterly-Journal. The Library
recently received their largest gift – a bequest of $1.3M from a member of the American Philatelic Society who
collected the stamps of Switzerland as well as the USA and Canada.
New acquisitions include 'United Nations Conference Catalogue: A postal history of conferences and meetings of
the UN, its agencies and its predecessors.' by Clement, Blanton, Jr. Publisher: United Nations Philatelists 2013.
A copy of Mirabaud and de Reuterskiold's famous book 'Postage Stamps of Switzerland 1843-1862' in "excellent
condition" was on offer from their Clearinghouse at $100. Any purchaser would have to contact the seller
regarding overseas postage charges.

A NEW LOCATION FOR THE PTT HISTORICAL ARCHIVES AND PTT LIBRARY
The Museum of Communication is located in Berne. “PTT Historical Archives and PTT Library” are part of the
museum’s collections. The main subject matters are: postal documents, telegraphy, telephone,
telecommunications, traffic and new media. The relocation of postal headquarters, planned for 2015, necessitated
a new home for PTT Historical Archives and PTT Library. In May of 2013 the Inventory was moved to a new
location: Sägestrasse 77 in CH 3098 Köniz.
The Historical Archives and Library are open for research questions from collectors. You can find a link to the
available support in the German language website www.mfk.ch/bibliothek.html. A search for documents can be
initiated by phone, email or letter. There is also an online search engine: http://pttarchv.mfk.ch/suchinfo.aspx.
Information and instructions how to use this search engine can be found in German or English language. Not all
documents are yet listed online. Work is ongoing to include all documents. (Information first published in the SBZ)
DAVID FELDMAN
No doubt you will have noticed that we have a new advertiser: David Feldman, based in Geneva. Their next
auction of Swiss material, in April 2015, will include: "the "Seedorf" Collection of Rayons, the Third part of the
"Harlan Stone" Collection and a nice offer of Cantonal Issues. New consignments are still welcome until February".
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THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING AND AGM
FULL DETAILS OF THIS EVENT TO BE HELD IN IFFLEY, OXFORD ON 25 th/26th APRIL, 2015 ARE DISTRIBUTED
WITH THIS EDITION OF YOUR NEWSLETTER, TOGETHER WITH A BOOKING FORM. WE URGE YOU TO TAKE
THIS OPPORTUNITY TO ADD TO AND SHARE YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF SWISS PHILATELY WHILST MEETING
AND SOCIALISING WITH FELLOW MEMBERS. ATTENDANCE ALSO ENABLES YOUR VOICE TO BE HEARD
WITH REGARD TO THE RUNNING OF THE SOCIETY AT THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING WHICH WILL
TAKE PLACE ON THE SUNDAY. YOU CAN BE ASSURED OF A VERY WARM WELCOME.
SPECIMEN STAMPS

PETER HOBBS/EDITOR

Peter Hobbs has sent in these illustrations of Specimen Stamps with the message: " A long story, which needs help
from our Members". Specimen stamps were produced by postal authorities all over the world whenever they
issued a new stamp or stamp set. In Switzerland's case they were overprinted SPECIMEN in capital letters. They
were first sent to the Universal Postal Union's HQ for purposes of identification and record. Under their
regulations, the UPU then distributed an example of each to all their member authorities to enable their staff to
recognise them if they were applied to post coming into their country. They could also be used to check for
forgeries. As well as forwarding copies to the UPU, over the years many postal authorities have distributed
Specimen Stamps to various "persons and organisations of importance" and the (philatelic) Press. Some have
made them available to the collecting public.
Peter points out that: "some useful information on Swiss Specimen Stamps is set out in the last Amateur
Collector's Catalogue in 2000 (Page 20) and Zumstein's Specialised Catalogue (1992 Edition - Pages 78, 93, 936937 and 977)." In his Catalogue, Heinz Katcher mentioned that "all the overprints on Strubels, Sitting Helvetias,
Numerals and Standing Helvetias were applied manually (i.e. irregularly) and were of four main types:
•
•
•
•

I) Height 3.75mm, Length 23.6mm: overprint in Black, mostly full word SPECIMEN diagonally applied
reading upwards or downwards, occasionally also horizontal with only part of the word on stamp.
II) Height 3.75mm. Length 23.6mm: overprint in Blue, less carefully applied across two stamps (i.e. Only
part of each stamp, sometimes overlapping) in various positions.
III) Height 3.75mm, Length 23.6mm: overprint in Black, slightly slanted in centre of stamp (first and last
letters of overprint partially or fully missing).
IV) Height 2.5mm, Length 14.8mm: with or without stop after SPECIMEN, Blackish Violet.

Inverted Type I and II overprints have been found on Z Nos. 29, 32, 40, 43, 61A and 70A."
Now over to you – the Members. What can you add to this "story". If you have a collection of Specimens is there
anything you can tell us about their particular characteristics, varieties, values and relative rarity or can you
recommend further information sources ? Send me (Ed.) a picture of any pre-1900 examples you may have. How
accurate is the information in the Catalogues? Have some Specimens been through the Post, incurring postage
due charges ? And, on a related subject, have you something new to tell us about "Ausser Kurs" overprints ?
Copyright © The Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain and the authors stated. The views expressed by the contributors to
this Newsletter are not necessarily those of the Society. Goods and services advertised are provided for the benefit of members
and the Society cannot accept any responsibility for subsequent transactions between buyers and sellers.
For more information on the Society's services go to its Website – www.swiss-philately.co.uk
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SOCIETY ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING 2015
SATURDAY 25TH AND SUNDAY 26TH APRIL 2015
HAWKWELL HOUSE HOTEL OXFORD
The hotel is situated in Iffley village 3 miles from Oxford city centre and close to a Park and Ride
service. As well as Oxford itself there are many attractions close by including the Cotswolds and
Woodstock.
A fee of £40 per member attending the meeting is payable in advance to the Treasurer to cover the cost
of the meeting, including refreshments and buffet lunch on both days. Please complete and return the
attached slip with your payment.
The cost of accommodation in the hotel, on a bed, breakfast and evening meal basis, is £149 per
double room and £119 per single room on Friday night and £159 per double room and £129 per single
room on Saturday night. Bookings can be made direct to the hotel (telephone no 01865 749988) Please
quote the society when making your booking.
The cost of the Society Dinner on Saturday evening is included in the dinner bed and breakfast rate.
For those not staying at the hotel there will be a charge for dinner of £25 payable to the Treasurer on
the day.
To any members who have not attended one of our meetings we offer a warm invitation to join us. The
aim is to share our knowledge of Swiss philately in a friendly atmosphere. Whatever your level of
expertise is you will be amongst other like minded collectors enjoying this annual get together.
The programme for the two days is set out overleaf. Timings may vary on the day.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------BOOKING FORM TO BE SENT TO
NORTON WRAGG 10 MANOR CRESCENT TYTHERINGTON MACCLESFIELD CHESHIRE
SK10 2EN
I wish to attend the Society’s Annual Meeting and enclose my cheque for £40.00 payable to the Helvetia Philatelic Society
I (and my Partner ..........................................................................wish to join the Saturday evening Society Dinner
Name (Please Print).................................................................................................................................

PROGRAMME SATURDAY
10.00 a.m.
10 30 a.m.
12 30 p.m.
13 45 p.m.
15 15 p.m.
15 45 p.m.
19 00 p.m.

Coffee followed by Welcome- Chairman David Hope
Heinz Katcher Memorial Display - Robert Wightman (Member from Switzerland)
Pro Juventute Forerunners and International usage to 1920. Postal History of Seen
(Winterthur)
Buffet Lunch
Cup Competitions
Break for refreshments
Auction
Society Dinner

PROGRAMME SUNDAY
10 00 a.m.
Annual General Meeting
10 45 a.m.
Break for refreshments
11 15 a.m.
Display
Rayons – Jonathan Cartwright
12 45 p.m.
Buffet Lunch
13 30 p.m.
Members Display
15 30 p.m.
Close of meeting
Throughout the two days Werner Gattiker (Swiss Stamps) will have a large selection of his stock for
sale
Cup Competition Rules – See November 2009 Newsletter page 86 or contact David Hope – 0161 303
0091 or hope.david@yahoo.co.uk . Members not attending can send photocopies of their entry to
David. Contact him for further details.
Auction If you have items to sell at the auction please bring a duplicate list of your lots indicating, if
required, reserve prices.

